A Kinder Way to
Power Our Future

Getting Paid for
Going Green

A Homegrown Solution
The Sun is nature’s original power plant and it shines its energy down on your rooftop all
day long. Solar Power Network Inc. (SPN) is a Canadian, employee-owned company, founded by Canadian engineers, with the goal of bringing Ontario into the renewable future by
helping you turn that rooftop into a revenue stream.

The Industry Dream Team
Solar power is a relatively young industry in Canada and you will simply not find another
team as experienced as the one at SPN. With decades of experience in rooftop management, engineering, and construction, our engineers understand how to make the absolute
most of your rooftop.

“My roofer pointed
out that the solar
panels might actually
extend the life of
my roof by shielding
it from UV rays!”
BILL MECHANIC
Checker Industrial Ltd.

Minimal Impact on Rooftops
By installing high-yield low-angle solar panels on unused commercial, institutional and
industrial rooftops, SPN generates green energy locally for local consumption.
Our engineers have developed a low-profile zero-penetration panel mounting approach
which reduces the structural load on the rooftop by 75% compared to other solar
companies, allowing for total preservation of both rooftop integrity and building aesthetics.

A New and Consistent Revenue Stream
Under Solar Power Network’s straightforward payment programs and lease agreements,
you get paid whether the sun shines or not. SPN will never ask you for any financial or
in-kind investment. The arrangement we propose is a simple landlord/tenant agreement.
We lease your roof and use it to generate the green energy Ontario needs.
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A Growing
Network of
Visionary
Businesses

Hundreds of Buildings, Millions of Square Feet
Solar Power Network counts over 600 forward-thinking businesses among our partners.
SPN is designing, building and operating solar systems on thirty million square feet of
underutilized space, helping industrial operators move towards energy independence.

Corporate Social Responsibility for Better than Free
The public is rewarding companies that take firm steps towards corporate social responsibility more than ever before. Embracing rooftop solar is a powerful way to lessen your
business’ carbon footprint while creating additional jobs within the community. And now
is the perfect time to go green. Early adopters of green initiatives like rooftop solar are
creating additional revenue for their businesses, while late adopters will inevitably be
paying carbon taxes.

Low Risk,
High Reward

A Flexible, Reliable, and Beneficial Agreement
Solar Power Network believes that your rooftop is your most valuable untapped asset.
Rooftop solar with SPN is a low-risk, high-reward way to make that asset start producing. Our lease is just seven pages and lays out our terms in simple and straightforward
language. We commit to a twenty-year lease, so you can be assured that this partnership will continue to pay and pay. And, if your business could better make use of a
lump influx of cash than ongoing payments, we are happy to negotiate full or partial
upfront payment.

Every Unshaded Roof Qualifies

“SPN demonstrated
technical and
operational leadership
that minimized the
risk for Jamieson.
Most importantly,
this partnership has
enabled us to take
bold steps towards
our corporate goal
of minimizing our
footprint wherever
possible. We are
reducing the electrical
component of our
total carbon emissions
by fully 28%.”
ANDY HOLWELL
Jamieson Laboratories Ltd.

Solar Power Network's unique low-angle install results in just five pounds per square
foot of additional static load on your rooftop. This, combined with our innovative methods for accommodating different roof types and surfaces, means that, unlike other
rooftop solar developers, we can install on virtually any rooftop. If you have at least
twenty thousand square feet of unshaded rooftop, on a single building or spread across
several on the same site, Solar Power Network is the right choice for you.

Gentle Install, Ongoing Support
Our installation process respects the integrity of your rooftop structure. Thanks to the
reduced weight and wind load of our low-angle install method, SPN’s mounting brackets and panel systems require absolutely no reinforcements or penetrations of your roof
membrane. Our panel systems also ensure that the maintenance of your rooftop space
continues to be a simple process and that any warranty you may have on your rooftop
is not compromised. Our support team is available seven days a week, and will gladly
respond to your needs and make same day arrangements should you need to perform
rooftop maintenance.

New Business Opportunities
In addition to the financial advantages of joining our growing network, working with
SPN creates valuable ongoing marketing and partnership opportunities for your
business. Following installation, the SPN team will provide your company with software
which shows real-time analytics of solar panel productivity, green contribution, and
weather conditions on your rooftop. This software can be integrated into your own
website or placed on dynamic media within your building to tell the world about your
environmental commitment.

A Straightforward and Friendly Lease
Solar Power Network maintains a transparent working
relationship with all partners, starting at the first meeting
and carrying on throughout the lifetime of the lease.
We follow a five point process for each solar project:

1. Lease Agreement with Building Owner

• Negotiate lease
• Apply to the Independent Electricity
Operator (IESO)

2. Contract with IESO

•
•

Contract offer acceptance
Financing arranged

3. Connection Approval from
Local Hydro Company

•
•

Connection plan developed
Connection plan approved

4. Engineering, Design, and Approvals

•
•
•
•

Structural and electrical design
Roof assessment and warranty review
Municipal Building Department review
Electrical Safety Authority Review

5. Construction and Grid Connection

•
•
•
•

"Notice To Proceed" from IESO
Rooftop installation
Grid connection
Post construction review of roof
membrane

Isn’t It Time
Your Roof
Got a Job?

Solar Power Network is committed to ensuring a mutually beneficial relationship.
We have the resources and multidisciplinary expertise to make the absolute most of
your rooftop, and we pass that benefit on to you through our generous and flexible
leasing terms. We will work closely with you at every step to ensure that you are
comfortable, involved, and informed. Partnering with SPN is gentle on your rooftop, kind
to the environment, advantageous to the community, and favorable to your bottom line.
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